Introduction
Although the mathematical foundation of fractional calculus was established over 200 years ago, remains a subject quite new to mathematicians. The basic idea lies in considering derivatives and integrals of arbitrary order. The calculation of fractional order had not been used in engineering because of its complexity and apparent satisfactory description of the phenomena with the calculation of integer order (regular), together with the fact that it has no physical interpretation and geometric totally acceptable (Machado, 2003) . However, due to the fact that most accurately represents some natural behaviors related to diff erent areas of engineering, has been used more frequently. Some applications are in bioengineering (Magin and Ovadia, 2008) , electromagnetism (Machado et al., 2006) among others. The advantage of using fractional order systems compared with systems of integer order (ordinary) is that the former has infi nite memory, while others have fi nite memory. The fractional computational complexity lies in the many defi nitions that describe it. Some common defi nitions found in Podlubny (1994) ; Gutiérrez (2010) . To analyze the dynamic behavior of a link fractancia we need a proper defi nition of fractional derivative associated to a representation in the frequency domain. The need to obtain ordinary diff erential equations of fractional order to resolve problems of initial value suggests that a good defi nition of fractional derivative is that proposed by Caputo (Podlubny et al., 1994) , which is defi ned by:
(1)
where n -1 < γ < n (n is N), and f (n) (τ) represents the derivative of order n, real function evaluated in t. Working with this defi nition is important due to its ability to be implemented numerically (Diethelm et al., 2005) . The Caputo derivative has the following property: if f (t) is a constant, then its derivative is zero which does not happen with other representations. Another very important feature in the form of Caputo fractional derivative is that its Laplace transform is:
(2) From equation (2), we can see that the representation of the Caputo derivative in Laplace domain using the ini-tial conditions f (k) (0) where k is an integer. If the initial conditions are zero, this reduces to: This is consistent with the usual defi nition of the Laplace transform when γ is an integer. In general, a fractional order diff erential equation has the form (3) where γ k > γ k-1 and a k are any real numbers, g(t) can be seen as the source of a dynamic system. The inverse transform 0 < γ < 1 requires the introduction of a special function. The Mitt ag-Leffl er function, where Γ is the gamma function defi ned as (4) from (4) if a = 1, b = 1, then we obtain the expression E 1,1 (t) = e t . Therefore, the Mitt ag-Leffl er function includes the exponential as a special case.
Bode diagram provides a graphic representation of the magnitude and phase versus frequency of the transfer function, which we have 2 graphs, for magnitude and phase (Dorf, 2000) . The Nyquist diagram is a polar plot of the magnitude of the impedance and phase angle, its usefulness is related to the stability analysis of the circuits studied with a model in complex variable impedance of the sample (Dorf, 2000) . The Cole impedance model was postulated in its fi nal form by Kenneth Cole in 1940 (Cole, 1940 , which is based on replacing the ideal capacitor in the Debye model (Debye, 1945 ) for a general element called constant phase (CPE). The idea of introducing an CPE came after reviewing a number of phenomena in electrochemistry and tissue and cell suspensions, and by measuring the impedance in the complex plane (Nyquist diagram) were arches whose geometries showed a lag in center, and observed that these arcs are proposing best fi t constant phase elements. The analysis of the Cole impedance model requires three things: an equivalent circuit, the development of their corresponding equations, and the simulation which gives the complex impedance behavior. The impedance model was developed in 1930 by obtaining the complete mathematical equation (Cole, 1940) .
The following section describes the application of the above scheme to modeling biological systems using equivalent circuits. The mathematical model is obtai-
ned with ordinary derivatives of integer and fractional order and analyzes the behavior of some of its state variables.
The electrical impedance spectroscopy applied to the characterization of biological materials is called bioimpedance. The characteristics of biological tissues and organisms can be measured through various methods, based on the physical properties of the cells and their components, or from the collection of parameters associated with the cell and cellular activity. Of all these methods, bioimpedance focuses on the extent of the passive electrical characteristics of organisms, tissues and biological materials in general.
The most simple but not simple to measure are the cell culture and fermentation processes, which have highlighted the need to measure the concentration of biomass. Moreover, the advancement of these techniques has allowed their use for non-invasive measurements of living tissues.
These techniques are intended to improve the diagnosis of some diseases and to determine tissue damage while avoiding aggressive testing of damaged tissues. Finally, you can determine the global characteristics of the whole human body (body composition). When determining the impedance by applying a variable frequency current to a biological material, it behaves diff erently depending on the frequency due to the structure of the cell. This diff erent behavior is often refl ected in a change in the impedance spectrum of the whole cell.
The variation of impedance, called relaxation, occurs in some frequencies. In particular the relaxation gives us information about the parameters of interest; it is the so-called β relaxation. The electrical behavior of cell suspensions or tissues in the region of the β relaxation will help us to obtain a lumped electrical model representing the diff erent electrical conduction phenomena that occur in it. To determine the parameters of this model it is necessary to accurately measure the impedance with at least two frequencies, before and after relaxation.
If we tried to characterize tissue, we usually obtained impedance spectrum frequency of several samples, from 8 to 30 spread over 3 or more decades, depending on the application.
A measurement system used must have a resolution of about 0.1% and a frequency range up to 20 MHz, making it expensive equipment. One solution is to restrict the number of measures and their scope, and adjust to models that allow us to approach similar performance curves of the material impedance spectrum (Cole model) . So instead of determining, for example, the esti-mate of biomass growth from low and high-frequency measurements, what needs to be done is to measure the impedance in a frequency sweep with the maximum frequency limited by technology used to approximate the full spectrum with the Cole model, whose parameters could lead to the estimator.
The bioimpedance measuring method is based on the injection of an alternating electrical current of a very small intensity in the human body to be measured in tissue or cell suspension. This voltage produces a voltage drop that is greater and greater in the electrical impedance of the material.
The team gets the value of the impedance from the measurement of the current amplitude, the voltage amplitude and the phase diff erence between voltage and current. The impedance Z, represents the opposite biological materials that show the passage of an alternating electrical current.
This can be decomposed into two measurable components: resistance, determined by the fl ow of current through intra-and extra-cellular electrolyte solutions, and phase, determined by the dielectric properties of tissues, or by the temporary accumulation of charges on cell membranes or other interfaces immersed in the electrolyte solution, structures that act as capacitors to the passage of current. For bioimpedance the measure is based on the principle that biological tissues behave as conductors in varying degrees of electric current and/or dielectric (insulation) depending on their composition.
Cole model
The simplest mathematical model for describing the behavior of biological tissues is the model of Cole-Cole, comprising a resistance circuit (R p ) with a capacitor (C p ), in parallel with a series resistance (R s ); in general, it refl ects the electrical resistance of the interface sample-electrode and maintains a value, negligible with respect to (R p ), n is the order of the power that best fi ts the model obtained. Using the algebraic representation of the circuit we can say it represents the total impedance as: where R s = 0.3, C = 0.6, and R p = 0.6, all per unit (pu). To determine the equivalent equations, the impedance is calcuated, which is given by the following formula in the complex frequency domain.
( 6) Applying Kirchhoff laws to the circuit of Figure 1, we have:
Before applying the Laplace transform to (7) and (8) we must make the following considerations:
Applying the defi nition of fractional derivative (Podlubny et al., 1994) , we have:
Substituting (11) and (12) into (8), we obtain:
Applying the Laplace transform to (13) and (14) we obtain:
Finally from (15) and (16) we have: (17) If, s = (jω) we have: (18) where, which is the capacitance dispersion. Including this variable and rearranging (18), we have:
which is the impedance of the Cole model.
Bioimpedance: Application as cell suspensions
The electrical impedance spectroscopy applied to the characterization of biological materials is called bioimpedance. The characteristics of biological tissues and organisms can be measured through various methods, based on the physical properties of the cells and their components or from the collection of parameters associated with the cell and cellular activity. To determine the impedance by applying a variable frequency current to a biological material has a diff erent behavior depending on the frequency, because of the cell structure. This diff erent behavior is often refl ected in a change in the impedance spectrum of the whole cell (Cole, 1941) . The biological material is composed of cells in extracellular ion. The cells can be seen simply as an insulating membrane characteristic, called cytoplasmatic membrane; the surrounding of the intracellular fl uid is also ionic. The membrane is what gives the dielectric
properties of the cell. In addition, changes in ionic permeability of the membrane also cause changes in impedance. Figure 2 , shows the equivalent circuit of the cell suspension. Where there is a resistance (R 1 ) in parallel, which corresponds to the extracellular medium and impedance that models the cell. This is modeled by a capacitor (C 1 ) representing the membrane and a resistance that models the intracellular environment (R 2 ). Where R 1 = 0.2, C 1 = 0.3, and R 2 = 0.4, all per unit (pu). The source is given by u = δ(t) volts. 
For the equation of fractional order, applying Laplace with zero initial conditions, we have (21) where U(s) = 1. Figure 3 shows the electrical equivalent circuit of a cell membrane; to determine the equivalent equations, we calculate the impedance, given by the following formula in the complex frequency domain:
Getting the fractional electric model of the membrane of a cell in terms of the elements of Cole
Based on the circuit in Figure 3 , we have the following admitt ances in the Laplace domain:
(23)
Defi ning
The total circuit admitt ance is (24) Applying the defi nition of fractional derivative to (24), the impedance of the system is
where, s = (jω), equation (25) is the Cole impedance model for the membrane of a cell.
Results
All simulations used MATLAB 6.5. Figure 4 shows the simulation for γ = 0.95, we can see in Figure 4 and the semicircle described by the Full Nyquist plot (real and imaginary parts for -∞ < ω < ∞) fails to occur due to the fractional power of the Cole model itself. This fi gure also shows the Bode plot (frequency response).
The simulation time was 4.516000 seconds on a computer using Intel Core 2 Duo, 1.8 GHz, 2.99 GB of RAM.
Applying the inverse Laplace transform to (20) and the fractional inverse Laplace transform to (21) we obtain the Mitt ag-Leffl er function with which to perform the analysis in time domain. From Figure 5 , we can see that with γ < 1, in this case γ = 0.8, we note that the function resulting from the fractional model has dropped to 8% of its initial value while the function resulting from the integer model has fallen to 0.6 % of its initial value which allows to observe the response due to the longer fractional model, we calculated the value of the fractional model response for 20 τ(2.4 sec) and reached a value of almost 2% of its fi nal value However, for higher values of time, the response began to oscillate, from which we can deduced that the fractional model has an infi nite memory. where τ = R 2 , C 1 = 0.12, γ = 0.8, in equation (21) E γ,1 is the Mitt ag-Leffl er function.
The transfer function is given by (28) and (29) for the integer and fractional case, respectively 
Obtaining the circuit transfer function of fractional order is part of the transfer function of the capacitor voltage (integer order) and replaces the exponent of the product (τs), initially 1, γ is consistent with the Cole model (Cole, 1940) , and gives the values of γ as 1 (integer case) and 0.8 (fractional case). Thus, the generalized transfer function obtained. The simulation time was 55.164000 seconds, on a computer using Intel Core 2 Duo, 1.8 GHz, 2.99 GB of RAM. Figure 6 , shows the system simulation, with the following values for R 2 = 0.1, R 4 = 0.6, R 3 = 0.4, C 1 = 0.1, C 2 = 0.1, C 1 = 0.1, C 2 = 0.1, C 3 = 0.3, all per unit. Equation (25) comprises fractional derivatives of the three capacitors, and has several cases depending on the equation you want to split (capacitor 1, 2, 3 or combinations exist). In Figure 6 , we fi nd that the fractional exponent is γ = 0.95 for the diff erential equation (depending on the capacitor 1) and other equations are of integer order. This figures present the Full Nyquist plot (real and imaginary part for -∞ < ω < ∞) and the Bode plot (frequency response). Figure 7 , shows the simulation for a fractional exponent γ = 0.95, taking the diff erential equation 1 (depending on the capacitor 1) and diff erential equation 3 (depending on the capacitor 3), β = 0.95. Figure 5 shows the full Nyquist plot (real and imaginary parts for -∞ < ω < ∞) and the Bode plot (frequency response). The simulation times for Figures 6 and 7 were 18,437 seconds and 18,578 seconds, respectively, using an Intel computer Core 2 Duo, 1.8 GHz, 2.99 GB of RAM. Figure 8 , shows the simulation for capacitor 1 (identifi ed with *, γ = 0.95), for capacitor 2 (identifi ed with +, μ = 0.95) and capacitor 1 and 3 (identifi ed with o, γ = 0.95 and β = 0.95). The full Nyquist plot (real and imaginary parts for -∞ < ω < ∞), has good sensitivity in diff erentiating the three spectra in comparison with the diagram or Bode (frequency response). 
Discussion and Conclusions
The study of fractional-order circuits and their technological implications is defi nitely an emerging area of interdisciplinary research. The study of fractional-order circuits can revolutionize the way we study electri-cal engineering, and biomedical applications are of particular importance. There is no reason why we should continue modeling and designing systems and circuits in the integer order. The results also suggest that the equivalent circuital representation of biological systems can be used to model the electrical response or frequency response transfer function of an equivalent electrical circuit, the description of bioelectric phenomena, since, as shown in Figure 8 , the Bode and Nyquist plots are sensitive to diff erentiate and characterize the behavior of various biological equivalent circuits.
Conclusions
Fractional calculus has been used successfully to modify many existing models of physical processes. The representation of equivalent models in integer order derivatives provided a good approximation of the bioelectric response of the model, however, with the formal introduction of fractional calculus to the study of fractional derivative systems, we have a bett er approximation of this response, this is due to the nature of fractional calculus and the fact that the systems described by these equations have infi nite memory. The representation of the Cole model to describe biological systems has a foundation based on fractional order diff erential equations. Because of this it is expected that the electrical equivalent model representation of both cellular circuits as action potentials and biological tissues have a bioelectrical response more accurate than could be obtained with the modeling of integer order diff erential equations, using the quality of regular operators is local, while fractions are not local and incorporated into modeling the eff ects of memory and contributions of many spatial scales naturally. In the modeling of cellular systems and biological processes are taken into account regular (i.e., follow classical physical laws), but the medium is complex, not only because it is not homogeneous in the classical sense, but also because the medium is broken down more or less random in highly heterogeneous components with very diff erent scales. Gómez et al. (2010a) presents an analysis and modeling of electrical impedance spectra applied to the study of experimental data of blood tissue and its main components: red, white and plasma. Using electrical circuit theory yields the transfer functions and Bode plot and Nyquist, and Gómez et al. (2010b) presents the theoretical representation using RC circuits of bioelectrical conduction in a multilayer biological system. In particular, an equivalent circuit type skin: epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissue. Representation in Bode and Nyquist diagram is obtained to diff erentiate the layers of the equivalent circuit, of interest in both studies is the analysis of the representation of equivalent electrical models described in fractional diff erential equations as it is expected that these have a more accurate response than the bioelectrical obtained with the modeling of integer order diff erential equations, building on quality that the non-local fractional operators give, and incorporating into the model the eff ects of memory and contributions of many spatial scales, naturally. In the modeling of cellular systems and biological processes regular (i.e., follow classical physical laws) are taken into account, but the medium is complex, not only because it is not homogeneous in the classic sense, but also because the medium is broken down more or less randomly into highly heterogeneous components with very diff erent scales.
This description would allow a bett er understanding of bioelectric processes arising in these systems.
